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ABOUT SC 
The Sustainable Cities (SC) Program is an experiential learning partnership focusing on 
sustainability and cities in Indiana. Disciplines across the institution are tasked with addressing 
sustainability issues in a specific community by integrating these into experiential projects for ISU 
students. These problems range from strategic planning recommendations to community needs 
assessment, and understanding the impacts of waste strategies to mapping trail systems, and 
many other issues. 

This is a year-long partnership, in which students and faculty in courses collaborate with one 
specific community partner on these projects. Communities throughout Indiana have leaders 
who want to make real change. These leaders are passionate about moving their cities forward 
into the future, but are often limited by lack of resources, staff, and budget. 

The SC Program utilizes the innovation and energy of students and faculty to provide ideas that 
will address these issues. This relationship reinforces and strengthens our Indiana communities. 

Each ISU course and community partner will produce tangible and relevant outcomes for the 
community partner while providing ISU students with real world project completion. This report 
serves as this outcome. 
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ABOUT SULLIVAN, IN 
Sullivan, IN is the county seat of Sullivan County and serves as a hub for the towns of Carlisle, 
Dugger, Farmersburg, Hymera, Merom, and Shelburn. Sullivan, IN was founded in 1853 and 
became the county seat. The total city limits is 1.88 square miles, but there are more residents 
living outside of this area that contribute to the community of Sullivan. Today, Sullivan has the 
largest estimated population as an incorporated town in Sullivan County.  

Sullivan faces many similar social, environmental, and economic challenges to other rural Hoosier 
towns and others that are unique to the city itself. There are approximately 8,500 people 
available for the labor force in Sullivan County. Since 2009, the unemployment rate has steadily 
decreased in the county. There’s approximately 2,500 people that live in Sullivan but work in 
other counties. Some of the major employers in Sullivan are Raybestos Powertrain LLC, Hoosier 
Energy Emergency, Peabody Energy Corp., Sullivan County Community Hospital, and Raybestos 
Products Co. 

A common thought among Sullivan community members is that students that go to college 
graduate and don’t return to Sullivan. The highest degree attainment of folks 25 and older in 
Sullivan County is a high school diploma. Trade programs and certifications are a community 
concern from folks.  

Sullivan has a vast history and many points of interest in the community. The Sullivan County 
Public Library is one of 1,679 libraries designated as a Carnegie library. The Sullivan Civic Center 
was recently renovated to provide a central location for community members in Sullivan. The 
Heart of Sullivan is a civic organization that hosts many large events throughout the year. One of 
the largest events hosted in Sullivan is the Sullivan Annual Rotary Corn Festival. 

This community is full of potential and is being led through a strategic plan intended to bolster 
its standing for Hoosiers. The ISU Sustainable Cities program intends to help reach that 
potential.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

The City of Sullivan enacted a Quality of Life plan 
to address multiple improvements to their city, 
including some of the city’s infrastructure. Mayor 
Clint Lamb’s goal is to connect the city via 
roadways and trail systems that are accessible for 
all transportation methods and attractive for 
community members and tourists. ENVI460 
students provided recommendations based off 
the city’s need for improvements to road systems 
and attractiveness. Students recommended a new 
roadway design for the Main Street section, 
sustainable infrastructure additions and buffer 
zones, and green space for attraction sites.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Sullivan has a Quality of Life plan that is their strategic plan 
for making improvements to Sullivan. Part of this plan includes the street 
system and the trailways in Sullivan. ENVI460 students were tasked with 
providing recommendations for sustainable options for the complete 
street system that includes the trails. Students identified multiple 
sustainable options to integrate into street design and recognized the 
needs of the community members that live there while thinking about 
potential tourists.  

 

Some of the issues that Sullivan is looking at 
regarding their road system include the need for 
sustainable infrastructure, attractive and accessible 
sidewalks for community and tourists, and golf cart 
path considerations.  

Students researched complete street designs 
regarding road design, sidewalk design, and buffer 
zone designs that are relevant to the Main Street 
proposal in the Quality of Life plan. They also 
provided suggestions for sustainable infrastructure 
improvements to assist with storm water runoff and 
accessibility for all transportation methods.  
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COMPLETE STREET DESIGN 

The street design of the downtown area of Sullivan and surrounding 
neighborhoods was identified as a priority for improvements along with 
trailways. Students in ENVI460 identified priorities for street design 
updates. The following recommendations are based on the entire road 
system in Sullivan and the identified Main Street in the Quality of Life 
Plan. Students provide complete street design recommendations. 
Roads are a vital part of human connectivity. 
Cities with good street infrastructure 
improve tourist inflow and rise in businesses 
that leads to a higher economy of a city. It is 
important to have streets that reduce the 
environmental impact. Street planning 
layouts that engage active traffic with 
enhanced pedestrian safety and sustainable 
elements help connect and sustain. 
Information regarding student research and 
relevant findings to these suggestions can be 
found in Appendix A.   

 

LANES & DIVIDERS 

Sullivan has a one-way road on S. Main 
Street with the concrete sidewalk on each 
side of the road with angled perpendicular 
parking. The approximate width is 10 feet of 
a lane, which is an appropriate street width 
shared with pedestrians and bicyclists.  

The street could be changed to a two-way 
street by including parallel parking on the 
East side of the road and divide with 
painted yellow lines. With this setup, 
bioswales could be integrated between 
lanes to assist with storm water. Native, 
year-round planting could create a year-

round activity for community members to 
enjoy.  

 

SIDEWALKS & BIKE LANE 

Walkability and bike-ability within cityscape 
is vital for community connections. 
Pedestrian accessible streets reduce 
vehicular traffic, which leads to lower carbon 
emissions. It’s economical to incorporate 
well-maintained sidewalks for communities 
with less frequent public transportation.  

 

Fayette County mock-up.  

The proposed street design in the Quality of 
Life plan incorporates an 8 foot shared 
sidewalk for bicyclists and pedestrians. 
However, a bicycle lane could be separated 
and shared with vehicular lanes to leave a 
dedicated pedestrian space. This would 
reduce the sidewalk from 8 feet to 6 feet and 
bioswales could be integrated to incorporate 
a safe walking space separated.  
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Sidewalks proposed for Main Street could 
incorporate a safe walking space for 
pedestrians with integrated city information, 
signage, and banners as proposed in the 
Quality of Life plan.  

 

GOLF CART PATH  

A unique aspect to the Sullivan community is 
the use of golf carts. This presents a need to 
integrate cart paths into the complete street 
design in a way that makes the city 
accessible for everyone and every method of 
transportation. Children and older 
community members will be of particular 
need when considering cart paths.  

An example is Fayette County in Lexington, 
Kentucky. There model uses a gap between 
the road and sidewalk/golf cart path. The 
preferred width for a golf cart path is 14 feet, 
so that pedestrians and bicyclists can still use 
the other side with room between them. 
There was also at least 6.5 feet between the 
road and the path to give room for native 
planting and provide coverage.  

Sullivan’s Quality of Life plan indicates a 25 
foot in total road design. The Fayette County 
model indicates the needed space would be 

20 feet or even smaller if needed. More 
information about the sizing and width of 
needed paths is included in Appendix A and 
Appendix B. 

Shared use path design types. 

 

 

 

STREET PARKING 

The City of Sullivan has a mixed parking pattern across the city with parallel and perpendicular 
street parking. Parallel parking is recommended as they are safer for vehicles to enter and exit 
from parking spots and give streets more clearance and uniform view. The city should implement 
parallel parking by replacing the perpendicular parking on Main Street. 
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SUSTAINABLE & ATTRACTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 

An additional requirement for sustainable infrastructure and complete 
streets is paying attention to the materials, use, and quality of what is 
used for the road systems. Some sustainable infrastructure components 
identified by students in ENVI460 include lighting, pavement, and buffer 
zones with bioswales. The students also provide recommendations for 
attractions along main areas of the entire road system that embolden 
community and tourists in utilizing the areas.  
LIGHTING 

There is an increased need for lighting in the 
development of public spaces. Lights at night 
are a form of light pollution. This is different 
from carbon emission pollution. Using white 
LED lighting with lamps facing downwards 
has been shown to reduce light pollution. 
Lighting should be implemented with these 
factors.  

MATERIALS 

Materials are important to sustainable and 
environmentally sound roads. The sidewalk 
pavement should be of particular interest by 
using permeable paver grid-systems or 
permeable poured concrete. If using a grid 
system, then sourcing locally available stone, 
brick, or block is ideal. Permeable pavers 
help water infiltrate the ground and reduce 
storm water overflow. They also help reduce 
surface ice. Permeable pavers require more 
maintenance than typically pavement 
surfaces, such as requiring vacuuming with 
specific vacuums two to four times a year. 

However, they are much more sustainable 
and appealing for community members.  

It’s recommended to install permeable 
paver systems should be implemented in 
main sidewalk areas where community 
members and tourists are likely to walk. 

 

Permeable paver design. 

Installing occasional benches along paths 
that are made form used wood, recycled 
plastic, or used concrete can be appealing 
and of interest to community and visitors.
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BIOSWALES 

Integrating bioswale designs into the dividers of streets and sidewalks, and between some 
specific lanes is important to storm water runoff collection that can pollute. A bioswale is a 
channel designed to concentrate and convey storm water runoff while removing pollution and 
debris from that water. Designs below could be integrated into street design updates.  

 

Bioswale design.  
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ATTRACTIONS 

Incorporating site attractions can encourage 
community members to adopt effective 
walking behaviors. These could include 
sculptures, murals, and graphics along Main 
Street.  

This could also include green spaces along 
main sidewalk areas. Other communities 
integrate picnic areas with lots of seating, 
interactive pieces for children, local artist 
pieces, and Native plant species.  

 

Jasper, IN. green space. 

Incorporating green spaces increases 
interest in community and tourists. This is 
more likely to increase revenue from 
visitors. It is also important to create 
seasonal and year-round spaces with native 
plant species in these green spaces. Flowers 

including the blue star willow, butterfly 
weed, purple coneflower, and wild geranium 
are native to Indiana and promote 
pollination by attracting pollinators (Indiana 
Native Plants). Trees and shrubs tend to be 
good for either solo display or being 
clustered in a hedge or foundation planting. 
Native trees and shrubs to Indiana include 
redbud, winterberry holly, witch-hazel, and 
elderberry (Indiana Native Plants). Other 
species can supply food to pollinators, while 
additionally enhancing the pollination of the 
area. These species in Indiana include plants 
such as ironweed, aromatic aster, and tall 
coreopsis. These species will bolster the 
environmental health and contribute to the 
appeal for community and tourists.  
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CONCLUSION 

The City of Sullivan provided their Quality of Life plan to ENVI460 
students and asked for their recommendations for a roadway system 
that was attentive to the special needs of the community and potential 
tourists. Students provided recommendations for roadways within city 
limits with special attention to the Main Street section outlined in the 
Quality of Life plan.  
Recommendations for road design involve 
decreasing the suggested amounts to smaller 
amounts with specific attention the shared use of a 
sidewalk for pedestrian, bicyclists, and cart-users. 
One suggestion for this was to outline the sidewalk 
and create signage indicating shared use lanes. 
Some sustainable infrastructure pieces are priorities 
with this design and should be integrated into future 
upgrades. Finally, paying attention to the planting 
habitats and bioswales will help with stormwater 
runoff and attraction for community and tourists.  
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APPENDIX A. 
Student report. 



Permeable pavements 

Cities and towns across the globe are looking for ways to become a more sustainable 
community while keeping its natural beauty. Even homeowners are showing interest in 
ways to improve sustainability. What better way to add beauty, value, and a simple 
solution to improve the environment than by replacing conventional pavement with 
permeable pavement. Studies have shown that permeable pavements avoid gray 
structures, avoid runoff, reduce de-icing with the harsh chemicals making their way to 
bodies of water, pollutant removal, and many more benefits. Compared to conventional 
pavement (asphalt), which increases the amount of runoff entering surface water, 
permeable pavement allows water to infiltrate. We looked into a study conducted in 
North Carolina that compared pollution from asphalt runoff, to infiltration from permeable 
pavement. Results were shown to have great improvement in infiltration rate with very 
low pollutants from runoff. Installing permeable pavement can reduce the amount of 
storm water runoff and improve water quality in your community. Infiltrating storm water 
runoff through permeable pavement can help to filter nonpoint source pollutants from 
paved areas and prevent them from flowing into nearby waterways, recharge local 
groundwater resources, protect rivers and streams from erosion, help to control local 
flooding, and help to reduce the need for sewer upgrades by reducing the amount of 
storm water entering sanitary sewer lines (Drake, 2014). Permeable pavements can be 
used for a variety of purposes including driveways, patios, sidewalks, roads, and 
parking areas. They are easy to maintain and work better than traditional pavements, 
especially in the winter. The University of New Hampshire Stormwater Center compared 
two 25°F parking lots after plowing. The concluded that permeable pavements unlike 
traditional pavements, water did not pool on the permeable pavement, rather infiltrated 
into the ground, which prevents snow and ice from refreezing on the surface and 
organic activity in the soils prevents the recharge bed from freezing (University of New 
Hampshire, 2009). Permeable pavements are a great option for projects including, 
walkways, patios, sidewalks, shoulder parking, pool areas. By minimizing your amount 
of traditional cover through the use of permeable pavements you can personally make a 
difference on rivers, lakes, streams, and estuaries. Permeable pavements allow 
precipitation to infiltrate on site, close to where it falls. These products are part of an 
engineered storm water system and should be professionally installed. They require an 
engineered subsurface to allow for adequate infiltration into the ground. (Fig. 2) Typical 
installation includes an uncompacted subsurface recharge bed overlaid by the 
permeable product. In order to function properly, appropriate soil types are necessary 
beneath the recharge bed, and the groundwater table needs to be deep enough for 
infiltration. Environmental conditions may restrict the use of permeable pavements in 
certain areas so it is recommended that they be professionally designed and installed. 
Maintaining permeable pavements takes a little work, but very easy to do. Between two 
through four times a year these pavements need to be vacuumed with a specifically 
designed vacuum to remove debris, and excess sediments from the void spaces. 
Nothing fancy, just simply a street sweeper, and smaller ones for sidewalks. There are 
actually three main types of street cleaners, which are, mechanical, regenerative air, 
and vacuum. Vacuum or regenerative air street sweepers are required because they 
are effective at cleaning the pore spaces in the pavement surface. Permeable 
pavements should not be treated with sand, as it will clog the infiltration spaces. In New 



Hampshire, studies have shown that permeable pavements can use up to 75% less salt 
for de-icing purposes compared to the traditional pavements (Houle, 2009). Recently, 
North Carolina provided many incentives for the use of permeable pavement, thereby 
ensuring widespread and frequent application across the state. NC State researches 
the importance of identifying key design and construction elements, while producing 
long-term annual water budget models for hundreds of permeable pavement design 
configurations. Field monitoring elements include clay underlined soils, hydraulic 
loading ratios, and the creation of subsurface storage reservoirs for increased infiltration 
potential. The most recent projects were completed in Fayetteville, NC, the City of 
Durham, NC, and Boone, NC. Signage at permeable pavement installations is required 
because they are maintained and managed differently than traditional pavements. This 
promotes prolonged effectiveness and helps prevent damage from conventional 
pavement management according to city officials in the city of Durham. Asphalt 
surfaces have greatly increased the amount of pollutant-carrying runoff entering surface 
waters. To counteract this, permeable pavement can be installed to allow water to 
infiltrate, thus reducing runoff and acting as a filter. This study tested the surface 
infiltration rate of 27 permeable pavement sites in North Carolina, Maryland and 
Delaware. One of these sites in North Carolina was monitored to compare pollutant 
loads of asphalt runoff to those infiltrated. Concrete grid pavers (CGP) and permeable 
interlocking concrete pavers (PICP) were tested with pavement ages ranging from six 
months to 20 years. Two infiltration tests were run on 14 CGP lots filled with sand. The 
initial test was on the existing condition of the surface and the second test was run after 
the removal of the top layer of residue (1.3 - 1.9 cm) to simulate maintenance. 
Maintenance improved the infiltration rate on 13 of 14 sites. Analysis of the data showed 
that maintenance improves surface permeability at a confidence level of 99.8%. The 
median average infiltration rate increased from 5.0 cm/hr., for existing conditions, to 8.0 
cm/hr after maintenance. Eleven PICP sites were also tested. Sites built in close 
proximity to lose fine particles had infiltration rates significantly less than sites free of 
loose fines. Averages of each condition are 60 cm/hr and 2000 cm/hr respectively. Even 
the minimum existing infiltration rates were comparable to those of a grassed sandy 
loam soil. Water quality data included in this study shows the results of six storms from 
June to October, 2003. With only a few storms to compare, only Zinc has been 
identified as having a statistically significant difference between infiltration and runoff 
(Bean, 2004). 



Fig.2 



Bioswales 

        One of the main contributors to water pollution from our cities is from rainwater. 
It is not the rainwater itself but rather the pollution and microscopic waste that rain is 
carrying from the roofs and streets then ultimately ending up in the streams and rivers. 
One method to prevent that pollution from entering the waterways is the use of a 
bioswale. A bioswale is a channel designed to concentrate and convey storm water 
runoff while removing pollution and debris from that water.  

Those pollutants can be anywhere from litter on the roads to microscopic toxins 
such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), heavy metals, and some hydrocarbons. 
What all that equates to is the destruction of nature from the waterways to bacteria and 
soil microbes that are crucial to processing nutrients. In a paper titled “Evaluating the 
Water Quality Benefits of a Bioswale in Brunswick County, North Carolina (NC), USA” a 
test was conducted to determine how effective their bioswale design was at removing 
microscopic organisms that can be damaging to drinking water sources. They studied 
the effects of the bioswale ability to remove and capture five different forms of possible 
pollutant types. Those five forms of pollutant types were turbidity, total suspended solids 
(TSS), volatile suspended solids (VSS), enterococci (Ent), and fecal coliform (FC), 



which includes E. coli. In this study, they built a bioswale to the specifications shown in 
the research paper, and then pulled water samples during rain events. Those samples 
were taken before the water entered the bioswale, and then after it filtered through the 
bioswale. Data was collected over a total of fifteen rain events during a nearly ten-
month time. The conclusion of that study showed that a properly constructed bioswale 
can remove over 55% of fecal coliform and over 85% of TSS. What this proves is that 
bioswales are effective at removing and capturing hazardous contamination through 
simple construction means and preventing excess contamination from running to rivers 
and streams. In a separate article, titled “Performance of engineered soil and trees in a 
parking lot bioswale” similar forms of research were done to again prove the 
effectiveness of a properly erected bioswale at removing contaminants from water. This 
article points out that human development is the cause for the need for a proper 
bioswale to protect ourselves and nature. With increasing urbanization and the roads 
and parking lots that come with it, we have increased the amount of impervious land 
that make up our cities and towns. That equates to less ground absorbing water and 
leads to water runoff issues. In this article, the experiment was set up adjacent to a 
large parking lot at the University of California Davis. This experiment researched the 
same things as mentioned in the first study which was water entering the bioswale and 
the quality of water exiting the bioswale. This study was conducted very similarly to the 
earlier, but instead gathered data from 50 total rainfall events and took them to a lab to 
study. This experiment yielded even better results by reducing the number of pollutants 
running all the way through the bioswale by over 90% for most. Another interesting 
approach to the experiment at the University of California Davis was they planted trees 
in the bioswale footprint and studied the growth of those trees for 16 months. They also 
planted the same trees nearby for a benchmark in this study, and what was concluded 
after 16 months is that the trees planted in the bioswale grew slightly more and had 
fuller leaves and branches than the trees not in the bioswale. This was accredited to the 
drainage capability of the bioswale and not oversaturating the roots of the trees. 
However, in the often drought-stricken California landscape that could result in the need 
for constant watering because of those same drainage capabilities of the bioswale. A 
landscape like the one in the city of Sullivan may provide a much more suitable 
environment for trees to thrive off being planted in bioswales. 

The results below show how many contaminants entered the bioswale, and 
shows how many contaminants were discovered at the end of the bioswale. The 
difference in that number shows how effective the bioswale is at trapping the 
contaminants in the soil of that bioswale and preventing further harm downstream. 



 

Sustainable Complete Street Design:  

Roads play a vital role in human connectivity. In the USA, according to the 
Bureau of Transportation Statistics, there are around 4.18 million miles of roads 
connecting people with people, businesses, nature, etc. Cities with good street 
infrastructure improve tourist inflow and rise in businesses leading to a higher economy 
of the city. City of Sullivan’s street development is proposed for healthier and quality city 
living and a better environment for work and play. With current global climate change, it 
is important to have the landscape and its landscape sustainable - lowering the 
environment’s impact. What is sustainability? There are many different definitions, but 
all focusing on three major elements, three P’s – Plant, People, and Profit. Norwegian 
prime minister Gro Harlem Brundtland states, meets the needs of the present without 
compromising future generations’ ability to meet their own needs (Bevan, McKenzie and 
Sklenar). With the increase of carbon in the atmosphere, it is vital to develop a footprint 
for reducing carbon. The design proposal is created after detailed research and study of 
successful and unsuccessful sustainable streets. 

Street Design Proposal:  

The street planning layout would engage active traffic with enhanced pedestrian safety 
and sustainable elements as materials, plantation, lights, accessibility, information, 
attractions, and connectivity.  

1.  Lanes and Dividers:  

Currently, Sullivan has one way road on Main St with the concrete sidewalk on each 
side of the road with angled perpendicular parking. The approx. width is 10 feet of a 
lane, which is appropriate street width shared with pedestrians and bicyclists. The street 
could be changed to two-way street by including parallel parking on the East side of the 
road. With the proposed setup, the lanes could be divided with painted yellow lines. 
Including bioswales between lanes would be more promising with stormwater 
management, street beautification, and green space. Incorporating divider with native 
year-round bushes or seasonal flowers like Michigan Ave, Chicago and 7th Street, 
Terre Haute would create a seasonal activity for members to cherish seasons, enjoy 
evening walks with friends and family.  

  



2. Sidewalks and Bike Lane:  

Walkable connectivity within the cityscape is very vital for community connections and 
the environment. Pedestrian accessible streets reduce vehicular traffic leading to lower 
carbon emissions. Towns and cities with fewer and less frequent public transportation, it 
is economical to incorporate well-maintained sidewalks including more public 
transportation. The city of Sullivan has scope of improvement with walkable streets 
since existing sidewalks are unevenly leveled concrete slabs. Redeveloping sidewalks 
with permeable material to incorporate storm water absorption. According to Sullivan 
Quality of Life Plan, the proposed street is incorporating 8 feet with a shared sidewalk 
for bicyclists and pedestrians.  However, the bicycle lane could be shared with vehicular 
lanes leaving a dedicated space for pedestrians and young cyclists and reducing the 
sidewalk from 8 feet to 6 feet space with bioswales creating a transparent barrier 
between spaces. Sidewalks proposed for Main St could incorporate safe walking space 
for pedestrians with city information, city signage, and banners as proposed in Sullivan 
Quality of Life Plan.  

3. Lightening:  

With increase in development of spaces, there is an increase in requirement for 
lightening. Unlike carbon emission polluting the atmosphere, lights at night are a type of 
pollution. An image of Los Angeles taken by NASA shows a significant difference in light 
pollution by replacing traditional yellow lamps to white LED lamps (How Can You Help 
Curb Light Pollution?). Reducing light pollution helps native birds’ survival especially 
owls and helps astronauts in space with their study. Adequate lighting is essential in the 
city for community movement and safety; thus, quantity of light lamps could not be 
compromised instead, to reduce light pollution with streetlights, city could incorporate 
white lamps facing downwards.  

4. Attractions:  

For encouraging community members to adopt effective walking for the community’s 
overall health, reducing pollution in the atmosphere, and saving money; the city could 
incorporate sculptures, artwork, murals, and graphics along the Main St from local 
artists and/or well-known artists. Attractions are essential for inviting members to 
connect and enjoy the city surrounding. In Chicago street planning, the authorities 
included free standing sculptures, murals on building walls, fountains, scattered sitting 
blocks, and some to name. On Main St and Jackson St, the city could develop a 
junction by creating a roundabout with a center sculpture symbolizing Sullivan identity. 
In India, few metro cities, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, Surat, Vadodara, and more have 
adopted a “Happy Streets - Our Streets, Our Way” concept for providing a sneak out for 
residents from their everyday urban chaos.  

  



5. Street Parking:

City of Sullivan is following a mixed parking pattern across the city – parallel and 
perpendicular street parking. Parallel parking is recommended as they are safer for 
vehicles to enter and exit from parking spots and give streets more clearance and 
uniform view. The city could implement parallel parking by replacing the perpendicular 
parking on Main St.   

6. Materials:

Materials are vital when re-thinking and re-developing with sustainable goals. City of 
Sullivan could use this development phase to incorporate sustainable climate and 
environment friendly materials. For sidewalk pavement, the city can incorporate locally 
available stones, bricks, or blocks which will reduce transportation and cost. Installing 
solar street lightning to reduce energy consumption and cost. Along the sidewalk route, 
occasional benches should be installed made from used wood, recycled plastic, or used 
concrete.  

When cities take sustainable steps, it will encourage residents to adopt sustainable 
living actively. City of Sullivan with sustainable street development would be able to gain 
community interest and recognition. For redevelopment projects, priority place’s 
important part thus, streets are essential for connectivity and it is always pleasing to 
have beautiful, planet and budget friendly streets to be enjoyed by all ages.  

Green Spaces and Native Species: 

Green spaces provide many benefits for the community and the people in these 
areas. By incorporating green spaces, the areas where they are located become more 
inviting to people who live there. It makes people believe that those spaces are more 
attractive and want to spend more time in them. It can also bring other people who do 
not live in nearby into the town. More people are choosing to visit towns and cities that 
are more sustainable and greener over areas that do not. (Espora, 2019) With an 
increase in visitors to the town will also come with an increase in revenue. This will 
helpout the local stores and restaurants that are located around the green spaces. 
When people go to the park or for walks, they might stop in and get dinner at a local 
restaurant or go shopping after they get done at the park. Including things like local 
artists pieces, interactive items for children to play on, and pick nick areas. A good 
example of interactive items for children to play with is at the Jasper Parklands in 
Jasper Indiana. They have a nice outdoor musical instrument play set. It has large 
drums, chimes and a xylophone that children can play. 

Native plant species are important for various reasons. They not only provide 
shelter and food to native animals, but they also provide benefits for the quality of life of 
the community. The term “native” when referring to plants generally means that the 
plant is indigenous to the specific geographic area (“Why Native Plants Matter”). Being 
native to the area, the plants are better suited for the environmental types consistent 
throughout the area. These factors that are important to the survival of the plant consist 
of the soil type, micro-climates, and hydrology (“Why Native Plants Matter”). With this 



factor being considered, the plant's survival would be almost guaranteed, with increased 
self-sufficiency of the plant, meaning there would be less need for fertilizers and 
reduced, required maintenance times. Having native species in the community, 
additionally provides support for the local food web. Given the fact that most organisms 
at the bottom of the food chain feed off of plants, it would be vital to supply them native 
plants to feed on. Supporting the eating habits of the organisms at the bottom of the 
food chain would in return supply the rest of the food chain with substantial organisms 
below them to feed from (“Why Native Plants Matter”). 

There are numerous native species that are native to Indiana that promote 
environmental well-being. These species cover everything from trees and shrubs to 
flowers and grasses. Flowers including the blue star willow, butterfly weed, purple 
coneflower, and wild geranium are native to Indiana and promote pollination by 
attracting pollinators (Indiana Native Plants). Trees and shrubs tend to be good for 
either solo display or being clustered in a hedge or foundation planting. Native trees and 
shrubs to Indiana include redbud, winterberry holly, witch-hazel, and elderberry (Indiana 
Native Plants). Other species can supply food to pollinators, while additionally 
enhancing the pollination of the area. These species in Indiana include plants such as 
ironweed, aromatic aster, and tall coreopsis. Plants such as these also provide home for 
butterfly larvae (Indiana Native Plants). Native plants species can also be useful to give 
shelter to native species, most commonly native bird species. Some trees provide both 
a dense cover for shelters as well as berries for food. Indiana native species that can be 
used for bird habitats include serviceberries, gray and roughleaf dogwoods, 
elderberries, and arrowwood viburnums (Indiana Native Plants). On top of 
environmental benefits to native species, they can also bring in a variety of attractive 
landscaping throughout the seasons. These plants would be beneficial for green spaces 
that can be filled with foliage to support the local environment. 

Utilizing native species in a green space would supply an area with an even 
further enhanced health improvement. When finding native species to plant into a green 
space, it is important to consider all aspects of how the community green space is to be 
maintained. If the green space is a smaller more clustered area, it is necessary to 
consider how much space the plant requires. It would be useful to implement perennials 
in order to reduce the need for annual replantation. Perennials are plants that can 
regrow themselves and live for more than two years (Indiana Native Plants). It is also an 
important factor to consider how the plant benefits the area, including aspects such as 
pollinators they attract or what animals they might provide food for. Additionally, a factor 
most cities would want to consider when implementing a green space along roadsides 
might be what time of year each plant blooms. This is an aspect to consider in order to 
provide year-long appeal with a different plant blooming each season. 

 
Golf Cart Path and Designs 

The city of Sullivan wants to make the city assessable for everyone of all ages 
and an easy way to get around. Their idea is to build a new path going around the city 
and having hubs where people can go and connect. But to get to those spots around 
the city they need to have a clean and safe way to get there. Many people of all ages 
will be using it, this means little kids running around and not aware of their 
surroundings, and elders will have slower reaction times or even having vision loss. The 



City of Sullivan will need to think about everything before making a decision on what 
they want to do.  

Fayette County located in Lexington Kentucky came up with a great plan on how 
to meet all the needs for the people of Fayette County but also make it safe for drivers 
and pedestrians all around the area. They came up with many different examples on 
how to have a gap between the road and sidewalk/ golf cart path. Fayette County’s 
preferred width for a golf cart path is 14 feet so it is still able to be use with golf cart on 
one side and pedestrians are still able to walk on the other side and give room between 
them. Fayette County also preferred to have at least 6.5 feet between the road and the 
path. For Sullivan County this will give them room to plant native plants and give 
coverage over the path as well. This will also give it a more welcoming feel when 
walking around down town.  

Fayette County later in their master plan 
explains the different sizes of objects that will be on the 
path. The reasons that they came up with a 14 foot 
path is because of the different size objects, they took 
averages of different objects that would probably be on 
the path. For example you can see walkers, cyclers, 
and people on golf carts, all of which are different sizes 
and need different amounts of space. From Fayette 
County they estimated that a walker would need about 
2 and a half feet of walking space while a golf cart 
would need about 7 feet for proper operation space. 

With these two walking by this is why Fayette County came up with the idea of 14 feet, 
to make it comfortable for everyone on the path. 

Sullivan’s Quality of Life Plan ideas for their golf 
cart path were bigger than what was needed, their two 
ideas were 20 feet in total and 25 feet in total. This is 
combining the buffer, walking path and whatever else is 
wanted between the path and the road. These two ideas 
were not accepted by the City of Sullivan because I 
think they were too for being in town. Fayette County’s 
idea reduces the amount of feet between the path and 
the road while still keep the pedestrians and motorists 
safe. The Fayette County idea will shrink the needed 

space down to 20 feet or even smaller if needed. 
Utilizing the new ideas that Fayette County came up with for their cities and 

towns will help Sullivan County became a better place for it’s residents but also bring in 
people from all around to share what Sullivan has to offer. With new and improved ideas 
Sullivan can become an attraction and help the city grow. A golf cart path can connect 
people from other parts of the city and bring them into one place inside the city, while 
they are there they can enjoy what Sullivan has to offer.                         

                     
  

 



CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the city of Sullivan can benefit from much of the experimentation 

and studies that have already taken place throughout this country, and even throughout 
the world. We have become a much more aware society in which sustainability is 
working its way into designs for what we thought were simple projects like trails, streets, 
bioswale, and green spaces. We often think that a street is simply asphalt or concrete, 
or that a green space is just planting grass, shrubs, and trees. Our thinking has evolved 
into creating these streets or green spaces into contributing factors for the environment 
as well as human uses. If we continue this trend and keep building upon it, sustainability 
in many forms is possible in the very near future. 
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